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Abstract – Endovascular robotic systems are being developed
to avoid radiation damage for surgeons and increase the
accuracy of surgical operations. However, due to physically
separated between operator and environment, intuitive haptic
force feedback needs to be implemented to provide immersive
operation for surgeon. In this paper, a two-channel haptic force
interface is designed for endovascular robotic system. Through
using a cylinder-based force generator and a torque generator
based on magnetorheological fluid (MRF), the designed haptic
force interface can realize the linear force feedback and torque
feedback respectively. Two experiments have been done to
calibrate the presented haptic force interface. The results showed
that the designed haptic force interface has the potential using in
the master console as well as training simulator for nonexperience surgeon.
Index Terms – Haptic Force Interface. Endovascular Robotic
Systems. Two-channel Force Generator. Magnetorheological
Fluid. Teleoperation Surgery.

teleoperation. The operators can remotely manipulate the
catheter through the X-ray fluoroscopic image guidance on the
master console. Although robot-assisted catheter operating
system used in minimally invasive vascular interventional
procedure have proven to have several advantages, such as
reduced exposure [8]-[10] to radiation for intervening
physicians and improved operation accuracy [11]-[13], the
robotic systems still cannot provide an intuitive user interface
which can take full advantage of natural manipulation skill for
surgeons. One of the reasons is that current haptic force
interfaces are hard to realize immersive operation for
surgeons. Imperfect force feedback in robot-assisted catheter
operational procedure impact surgeon’s judgement and
increase the risk of procedure.
Considering the importance of haptic force interface, the
researchers across the world have contributed a large amount
of work for haptic force interface. Yin et al [14] used viscous
resistance generated by magneto-rheological fluids (MRF) to
simulate the proximal force. This MRF-based haptic interface
exhibit several characteristics, such as: low output inertia,
superior performance and haptic width, as well as high
precision in the control of output of force and torque. Dagnino
et al [15] used a voice coil motors to provides catheter-tissue
contact force feedback to the surgeon. This motor simulates
nature permits a quick translation of the contact forces to the
surgeon. Hu et al [16] proposed a 2-DoF portable haptic
device providing grasp and push-pull sensations. Bao et al
[17] presented a method comprising compensatory force
measurement and multimodal force feedback and used
Phantom to provide the haptic force. The drawback of current
haptic force interface is lack of torque feedback during the
procedure. As a result, incomplete haptic force interface limits
the surgeon’s perception and lead to potential surgical risk.
In this paper, a two-channel haptic force interface was
presented. Linear force feedback and torque feedback are
generated by a cylinder-based force generator and a torque
generator based on magnetorheological fluid respectively.
Since these two force generators are independent of each
other, the presented haptic force interface can build a
comprehensive force feedback. In addition, the performance of
the presented haptic force interface is verified by experiment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
development of the two-channel haptic force interface is
presented in Section II. In Section III, two experiments are

I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is one of the main causes of
mortality in developed countries. Minimally invasive vascular
interventional procedure has become common alternatives
because it limits the size of incisions and so lessen wound
healing time, associated pain and risk of infection [1].
However, minimally invasive vascular interventional
procedure causes several serious health problems for surgeon,
such as prolonged exposure to X-ray radiation during surgery
and chronic back/neck pain. Meanwhile, the heavy protection
suit with long hours in the operating can impede the surgeon’s
operation and increase the risk of surgery [2]. Fortunately, the
endovascular robotic systems, which allows surgeons to
manipulate catheter via master console over long distance, has
potential to release surgeon from the occupational risk [3].
Therefore, endovascular robotic systems have received
increased interest and attention in the field of minimally
invasive vascular interventional procedure.
Up to now, numerous companies and research groups
have developed robot-assisted catheter operating system
which are in various stages of studies with phantom, animal
and clinical trials [4]. The commercial catheter operating
systems, such as CorPath robotic system, Amigo robotic
system and Magellan/Sensei robot system [5]-[7], use bilateral
teleoperation system architecture: a slave manipulator fixed
closer to the patient and a remote master console for
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achieved using an endovascular robotic system, haptic inputs
similar to those possessed by humans are essential to provide
the necessary feedback to explore and interact with objects
[22].
In the context of the robot-assisted catheter operational
procedure, due to physically separated between operator and
environment, the master console needs to realize two basic
function: measure the motion of surgeon’s hand and provide
the haptic force feedback. Haptic force interface is designed to
rebuild the real surgical environment for surgeon. Current
researches focus on using motor or some smart materials to
provide high-accuracy linear force feedback. However, due to
complex of vascular system, when faced with some narrow
blood vessels and blood vessel bifurcations, it is difficult to
provide comprehensive information for surgeon only using
linear force feedback. As a result, surgeons are unable to judge
the surgical situation accurately, which lead to potential
surgical risks.
In order to solve this problem, a two-channel force
generator was designed in this research to realize the linear
force feedback and torque feedback respectively. The
designed haptic force interface is shown in Fig. 2. The
feedback linear force is generated by a cylinder-based force
generator, which use air pressure to provide force. The torque
feedback is realized by a MRF-based torque generator, which
use the viscous resistance of the MR fluid to provide force.
Using different way to feedback haptic force makes the force
feedback and torque feedback not interfere with each other.
This design can ensure the robustness and transparency of the
haptic force interface.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the endovascular robotic system [18]

designed to calibrate the proposed haptic force interface.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Section IV
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
In generally, an endovascular robotic system, as shown in
Fig. 1, use bilateral teleoperation system architecture: a slave
manipulator fixed closer to the patient and a remote master
console for teleoperation. The operators can remotely
manipulate the catheter through haptic force sensing and the
X-ray fluoroscopic image guidance on the master console.
Haptic force feedback is crucial for the surgeons during
robotic-assisted surgeries in aspects such as surgical precision,
avoidance of excessive tissue damage and operation fatigue.
In this section, a novel haptic force interface has been
developed for the teleoperator, which can generate force
sensation and torque sensation when the slave manipulator
interacting with the patient. The design goal of haptic force
interface is to achieve complete transparency of interface [19].
Transparency, interpreted as the accurate rendering of the
environment to the operator, is technically achieved if the
slave position and force follow the master position and force
faithfully. An ideal tele-manipulator is one that provides
complete transparency of the interface. In other word the
operator feels as if the task object were being handled directly
[20].

B. Realization of Force feedback
The haptic force is generated by a cylinder-based force
generator, as shown in Fig. 3. This cylinder-based force
generator contains a cylinder (inside diameter: Øcid=44 mm,
outer diameter: Øcod=48 mm, length: Lc=400 mm), a hollow
piston, a stomatal regulator and a stepping motor (VEXTA,
ASM46AA, Oriental Motor Corp., Japan). The stepping motor
is connected to the regulator via a coupling. A rigid metal rod
(length: Lmr=500 mm, diameter: Ømr=3 mm) is used to
simulate the input catheter. Using approximate catheter to be

A. Design of the Haptic force interface
In the conventional procedure, surgeons utilize their
vision and touch as a means to experience and interact with
the operating environment, including the patients and the
surgical tools. As the surgeon manipulates the catheter, the
feedback force is transmitted to the brain from the sensory
receptors. If the resistance is too large, the catheter tip may
contact the bold vessel wall [21]. In addition, when face the
vascular bifurcation, if the torque is unnatural, the catheter
may not enter the target vessel. A precise force is applied and
constant feedback of the measured applied forces keeps the
vascular intact. However, if the interventional task is to be

Fig. 2 Model of the developed haptic force interface
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(3)
where
,
and are standard atmospheric pressure, the
pressure in the cylinder and the contact area of the piston.
need
During the procedure, the provided haptic force
to follow the force value measured by slave side. When the air
needs to
pressure is constant, the pressure in the cylinder
be adjusted in real time according to the force feedback value.
However, since the operator is manipulating the input catheter,
the pressure in the cylinder also changes in real time. This
requires a pressure stabilizing structure to maintain the
dynamic balance of pressure in the cylinder. To solve this
problem, a stomatal regulator located in the end of cylinder is
used to adjust the pressure in the cylinder. Via using a
stepping motor to change the size of the vent, the haptic
interface can adjust the pressure when the operator
manipulates the input catheter in real time. In this research, the
regulator rotates 1°, the stomata increases by 0.28 mm2.

Fig. 3 Model of the cylinder-based force generator

C. Realization of Torque Feedback
The torque feedback is generated by a MRF-based torque
generator, which includes a hollow piston (external diameter:
Øped=43 mm, external length: Lpe=47 mm, inner hole diameter:
Øpid=20 mm, inner hole length: Lpn=40 mm) and a rotating
shaft (shaft diameter: Øsdd=10 mm, shaft length: Lsl=30 mm,
base diameter: Øbdd=19 mm, base length: Lbl=9 mm). The
structure of the torque generator is shown in Fig. 4. The
rotating shaft fixed to the end of the input catheter is inside the
piston, and the magnetorheological fluid is filled between the
rotating shaft and the inner wall of the piston. The rotating
shaft can rotate freely in center of the piston by controlling
input catheter. The inside of the piston is closed to ensure that
the magnetorheological fluid will not leak.
Magnetorheological fluids are a special class of smart
fluid, which can increase its apparent viscosity when subjected
to a magnetic field. This kind of rheological state changes
from the free flow state into the semi-solid state in several
milliseconds [23]. Importantly, the yield stress of the fluid can
be controlled very accurately by varying the magnetic field
intensity. The field-responsive behavior of MR fluids is often
represented as a Bingham plastic having a variable yield
can be denoted as
strength [24]. Therefore, shear stress
following Bingham’s equation:
(4)

Fig. 4 Model of MRF-based torque generator.

the operation carrier can keep the natural manipulation skill of
surgeon. Meanwhile, since the rigid structure does not deform,
the input catheter can transmit the haptic force to the operator
effectively.
When the operator manipulates the input catheter, the
volume of the air inside the cylinder will be changed:
(1)
Where

and

where

and

are the pressure and volume of cylinder;

and

are yield stress dependent on B, viscosity

when magnetic field is not applied to MR fluid and shear rate,
respectively. Below the yield stress, the fluid behaves
viscoelastically:
(5)

are the cylinder working volume and

cylinder radius.
is the manipulation velocity of
operator. According to the Ideal Gas Law, the volume is in
inverse ratio to the pressure with the same mass gas:
(2)
where

,

where is complex material modulus.
In the torque generator, the MR fluid is filled between the
rotating shaft and the inner wall of the piston as shown in Fig.
4(b). In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the fluid
flows freely through the gap being the polarizable particles
randomly distributed in the fluid. The application of an
external magnetic field develops a precisely controllable

,

and are the amount of substance, idea gas constant and
temperature, respectively. The haptic force will be generated
by the pressure difference between the inside and outside of
the cylinder:
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yield/shear stress in the fluid: the polarizable particles within
the gap align themselves in the same direction of the field
creating particle chains and restricting the movement of the
fluid, as shown in Fig. 4(c). When the operator rotates the
input catheter, the rotating shaft will spin and the chain
structure of the MR fluid, as shown in Fig. 4(d). Therefore, the
torque feedback is generated by the easiness of this kind of
chain structure change.

The input part is used to simulate human operator to
manipulate input catheter. A load cell (SA-570ST, TEAC,
Japan) located in the end of the input catheter is used to
measure the linear force. During the experiment, the input part
navigates the input catheter with a constant speed 5.77 mm/s.
The motion displacement is 100 mm. The feedback force and
the haptic force are recorded by a computer with a sampling
frequency of 5 Hz.
The experimental result is shown in Fig. 6. We counted
the average force for each task. When the vent fully open, the
provided haptic force for push/pull is 1.70N/1.78N. When the
vent completely closed, the provided haptic force for push/pull
is 2.83N/2.85N. Because of the inherent friction of the haptic
force interface, the initial is very large. There also existing
sealing problems. As a result, the range of provided haptic
force is limited. However, by using parts with higher
accuracy, we can reduce the initial force and get better sealing
effect.

III. CHARACTERISTIC EVALUATION
In order to provide a precise haptic force feedback to the
operator during the robot-assisted catheter operational
procedure, it is necessary to improve the control accuracy of
haptic force interface. Therefore, the relationship between the
haptic force and the controlled variable need to be determined.
In this section, two experiments have been done to verify the
efficiency and maneuverability of the proposed catheter haptic
interface.
A. Linear Force Generator Calibration
In order to find the relationship between the linear force
feedback and the size of the vent, we measured the linear force
generated by the linear force generator at different rotation
angle of motor. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.
The initial angle of motor is 0°, and at this time the vent is
fully open. The maximum area of vent is 16.8 mm2. The
experiment includes 12 tasks. For each task, the motor rotates
5.2° and the input part will push/pull input catheter 10 times.
When the rotation angle is greater than 60°, the vent will be
completely opened.

B. Torque Generator Calibration
In order to build the relationship between the torque
feedback and the input current, we measured the torque force
in the range of 0-2 A with a step 0.1 A. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 7. We adjust the magnetic field strength
by changing the input current and measure the torque force
provided by the MRF-based torque generator under different
magnetic field strengths. For each current step, we completed
experiments 5 times. Because the round piston is hard to fix, a
square model is designed to simulate the cavity in the piston.
The shape and size of the cavity are same as the piston. The
MR fluid is full of the cavity and a same rotating shaft is

Fig. 5 Experimental setup for linear force generator calibration

Fig. 7 Experimental setup for torque generator calibration

Fig. 6 Experimental result for linear force generator calibration

Fig. 8 Experimental result for torque generator calibration
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inside. A rack and pinion connect with the input catheter. This
structure can translate the torque force to linear force. The
input part is same as Experiment I. The manipulation speed is
5.77 mm/s and the motion displacement is 50 mm. The
magnetic field is provided by two coils and a Gauss meter
(TM701, KANETEC, Japan) is put in the center of the cavity
to measure the magnetic field strength.
The relationship between the torque force, magnetic fluid
and input current is shown in Fig. 8. The inherent friction of
the torque generator is 0.32 N, which is measured in a
condition that the input current is 0. This force is the viscous
resistance caused by the Newtonian-like state of the magnetic
fluid. The input current and magnetic field are linearly related,
but the torque force and magnetic field is not. The reason is
that the chain structure of the magnetic fluid is destroyed
when rotating the rotating shaft. The continuous changing
slight magnetic field cannot quickly restore the chain
structure. One of the methods to solve this problem is to
remove the magnetic field to restore the MR fluid, and then
apply the magnetic field.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this research, a two-channel haptic force interface for
endovascular robotic system has been developed. With a
cylinder-based force generator and a MRF-based torque
generator, the presented haptic force interface can realize
linear force feedback and torque feedback. Experimental result
illustrated that the presented haptic force interface has the
potential using in the master console as well as training
simulator for non-experience surgeon.
However, there also exist some drawback for the
presented haptic force interface. Since the accuracy of the
parts is not up to standard, the inherent friction of the system
is large, and the sealing performance is poor. As a result, the
initial friction force of the linear force generator is large, and
the range of the provided linear force is very small. Moreover,
the magnetic field provided by the coil is non-uniform, which
results in the torque generation during the operation of the
catheter is not constant.
We will use high accuracy parts to remanufacture the
haptic force interface in the future.
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